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Quality journalism drive: Over 100 new media 
innovations for Vienna  

“Vienna Media Initiative” places additional focus on community 
media 

Vienna’s media landscape is growing. The Vienna Media Initiative has founded 60 
new media companies and supported 51 quality projects of existing media outlets 
since 2019. The funding programme is designed to promote quality journalism and 
support sustainable solutions for the digital transformation. 
 
“The City of Vienna is demonstrating what media funding can be: transparent, 
committed to quality, and working side by side with businesses. Our programme 
addresses established media outlets through to community media for specific 
target groups and innovative start-ups. This effective funding is now being 
renewed for another three years,” says Peter Hanke, City Councillor for Media and 
Economic Affairs. 
 
 
Targeted funding gives communities in Vienna a voice 

The Vienna Media Initiative supports qualitative innovations from major institutions 
(funding line “Media Project” up to 100,000 euros) as well as ideas developed by 
start-ups (funding line “Media Start” up to 10,000 euros). The “Media Start” funding 
line in particular also makes a significant contribution to mapping and 
strengthening the diverse groups and communities represented in Vienna’s media 
landscape. Innovative projects from this sector show: The funding focus is 
effective.  
 
“Vienna’s media outlets are as diverse as the city and its people. Community 
media outlets play a crucial role in facilitating the participation and public 
representation of diverse ethnic communities and other stakeholders. They are 
important sources of information and advice, and give these communities a voice. 
Our newly established funding programme therefore consciously focuses on these 
media companies and also seeks to provide targeted support for projects that go 
beyond linear television formats,” says Hanke. 
 
One example of this is the young journalist collective “VORLAUT” from Vienna, 
which promotes a feminist perspective. The collective is active on Youtube, 
Instagram and Facebook and relies on face-to-face engagement with its audience. 
VORLAUT gives a voice to people affected by a various issues. It explores a 
range of opinions and lived realities across the focus areas of social inequality, 
anti-racism, mental and physical health, and feminism. Another example is the 
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podcast “alles stabil”, by journalist Alexandra Stanić, which addresses issues such 
as work, social justice and mental health from a migrant, homosexual perspective. 
 
Transparency and traceability are important factors in selecting funding recipients: 
A jury of Austrian and international experts picked the funded projects from a total 
of 215 submissions.  
 
 
Round five – digital, diverse & successful 

A total of 39 ideas from prestigious firms to young start-ups were submitted in the 
recently completed fifth round of the “Vienna Media Initiative”. The jury selected 24 
of these to receive up to 100,000 euros in funding.  
 
The newly funded media initiatives are strikingly diverse in this round as well: One 
prominent example is the Austria Press Agency (APA), which is offering a new 
programme called “Datenpunkt Demokratie”. The programme compiles election 
results at municipal, district and provincial level and offers historical background 
information, poll monitoring and information on individuals and parties in the run-
up to elections. Other initiatives that are receiving funding include a fact-checking 
service to educate young people about false information and conspiracy theories 
on social media, and a new platform that uses contemporary formats to share 
knowledge about agricultural production. 
 
The formats range from video blogs to podcasts and traditional magazines. All 
these different media have one thing in common: they combine digital and 
analogue components and show that the Viennese media landscape has long 
since caught up with the consumer habits of its users. Women came out on top in 
this round as well: More than half of the funded media projects are spearheaded 
by women. 
 
 
Advanced support for funded projects 

“The last two years in particular have shown how important high-quality journalism 
is. Well-positioned media companies are also good for Vienna as a business 
location. We have already seen around 13 million euros in investments triggered 
by the five million euros awarded in funding to date,” says Gerhard Hirczi, 
Managing Director of the Vienna Business Agency. 
 
The Vienna Business Agency has expanded its media initiative programme on the 
basis of previous experience and developed the “Vienna Media Initiative Lab” in 
cooperation with FJUM (Forum Journalism and Media): Workshops and 
networking assistance are offered to participants who have already been awarded 
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funding to help them make their projects even more professional. Economic and 
strategic queries can be resolved so that these successful projects can be even 
better positioned. Networking units among the various media companies provide 
impetus for the entire industry.  
 
Detailed information on the “Vienna Media Initiative Lab” and the funding 
programmes is available on the website of the Vienna Business Agency 
www.wirtschaftsagentur.at. The submission deadline for round six is 31 October 
2022. 
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